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"To the. Siqht, three things are required,

the Object, the Organ anc' the "ec'ium .

-_Robert Eurtnn, ThF _ _natomv of _'telanchol>>, 1621
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"Medium," from the Latin cognates of neuter adjectival. and nom-

inal forms meant "in the center or middle," "the middle,"''the

meantime," "the interval," "mediator," "arbitrator" or "neutral

party`." With the Poman concern 6or administration it also came to

mean "the general community," "Oublic good," "general welfare ."

Curiously, in BY Norse Vidhgardhr" which, like the Latin, is

derived from Lndo-European "'"'edhyo," referred to the middle ground

between heaven and hell . We, of course, derive the usage medium

to describe an individual able to conununicate with the dead . With

this supposed act of communication, the medium's personality

is bypassed, ceases to be active ; he/she speaks with the voice and

manner of the deceased . The medium dissemples to transparency .

In all these usages, the medium is the carrier, the middle

ground, the environment . Air and water, for instance, are two common

media for sound . The necessity of substance for the conveyance

of messy;,es was posited early : the mistaken notion of the all per-

vadinp and intangible ether persisted to the second decade of this

centurv . :'1 statement of Poincare, published in 1.005 :

'Whether tie ether exists or not matters little--let
us Rave that to the metaphysicians ; what is essential
for us is, that everything happens as if it existed and
that this hypothesis is found to he suitable for the
explanation of phenomena . After all, have we any other



reason for bclievin(,' in the existance of. material
Objects? That,too, is only a convenient hypothesis ; on1N,
it will ne?~(,r cr,nse to be so, %:h .ilc scmie day, no doubt,
tl)eeth.er

	

be thrown aside as useless .
-- Science nnd '. '.ypothes i s,
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A t<iutolof",y : every medium possesses transparency, its abil-

ity to function as a carrier of information . This quality allows tile

documentary aspect of any depiction . Prior to the mechanical reprod-

uction of photo .-,raphy rianual ir.a,%e making in one medium or another_

(sometimes woodcuts made by p`iotos en~:itizing tile face of the bloc]:

and cutting accordin,- to the photographic pattern) provided the

visual documentation of events in periodicals and books . Another form

of documentation, albeit a degraded one, exists in program music . 'fore

direct forms are, of course, nhotonraphic and electronic in process .

All media are able to he mimetic, that they are able to render a

resemblance of direct experience . Quite often we can spear, of a

perceptual mimesis : that which resembles direct "unmediated" sensory

input . We will limit this to cases in which the structures of the

medium are in service to the conveyance of information external

to the system . Thus two conditions of application are necessary for

_perceptual. mimesis . First, the particular : the registered has had

to have actually happened . Second, the qualitative : the medium must

be applied to preserve qualities of the registered in such a way

that an adenuate representation of normal sensory experience is

achieved . Thus, an external phenomenon, such as light or sound, must

interact with an interior structure such as random grains on photo-

graphic film, tile diaphrati~m/magnetic field of some microphone designs,
video pick-LIT) tube

the scanning structure of tile xathortm/ray tube, the holographic

time delay .



These stater .ents do present a number of ambiguities,

yet it would he difficult to deny the everyday utility of photo

graphic and acoustical registrations
r%
functioning as i

sensory systems for us all . Marshall °lcLuhan, in Understandinp Nedia

(43) states, "f-lith the arrival of electric technology, man extended,

or set outside himself, a live model of the central nervous system

itself ." The point is not whether we can define sensory experience

precisely enough to describe it . Rather, it is a fait accompli

millions of times each clay that phn:knx snapshots stimulate recognition

of past experiences, television sl ,,o ,J ;s as what hapnened on the other

side of the world, radio gives us the inflexions of the President's

voice . Pictures do lie, .of course, but it seems they lie less

often than humans, at least in matters of pure visual/aural recon-

struction . PtuLuhan, in an investigation fundamentally different

from ours, goes even further in suggesting that we have developed

these forms of mediation out of the necessity to protect our beings

from the continual overlaod of multiplicityx . Continuing the quote
aVove,

To the degree that this is so, it is a development
that suggests a desperate and suicidal autoamputation,
as if the central nervous system could no longer depend
on the physical organs to be protective buffers against
the slins~s and arrow:, of outrageous mechanism . Tt could
well . b e that the successive mechanizations of the various
physical organs since the invention of printing; have
made too violent and supers timulated a social experience
for the central nervous system to dndure .

The internal structures we've engineered determine the reg-

istration of .phenomena, how they will look or. sound . Of necessity

a transformation occurs, for in all media the intermediate step



alters; not only' . t ;)n. structure of the external. phenomenon--i .e .

i n vi "leo from a two shau.71-d ;mensioned optical. projection

of a one d ;_r.~~nsions7 enr~r- "~y flo;,--but also tl;e material of tli'1t
ohenomennn,

	

J- e, . ,fro;7 li-s ilt

	

to current or,

	

in the case of film,

to a change in the molecular structure which constitutes the latent
imane . There is a chanr,,u of state. , :hicli determines the possibilities
of any mediui ,,l . The devices wii.ich accomplish this are called

transducers . "onitors Find cameras are transducers cameras 1110;.7

external . energy to enter the system ; rlonitors allow internal. eners,y
to lev.~e as light . All . transducers, i.t. should be note(11, inherent1v

preserve certain parameters of the "observed" phenomenon . To under-
stand the preservation it is necessary to . understand the encoding/
clecodin< " translation .

'e shall classify

	

x~cnsdris~:tc~n the chnn -es of state caused
by transduction in the fol .lowin` im;)ge paramters . In camera

encoding, these pararitters must be preserved to maintain transparency .
This, to be sure, is not tii(-- only i)ossill(, classification .

1) brightness--the overall light-energy of a scene .
2) contrast--tlle ratio between the darkest and lightest

areas of a scene as well_ as tl;e nuriher of separate gray levels that
are resolved .

Those elr ;;.e;its V ,l1icil c(Institute
3) detail--edrc, line, texture and volume within a scene

4) motion--all movement and change .

5) color--an accept,nble renC'ition of how we normally
nreccive color unclcr given l i-litin-, conditions .
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tronsduction
The precise cliaractQri.nt ics of the e"Hn,e-a4:- 9tftte

is determined first of all by what's physically possible and sec-

ondly by utilitarian considerations of economics and transparency .

An inevitable value comv)ression occurs in the transducti on,

affecting; t'ue dymulic -ran -e of reproducible brightnesses, resol-

ution of detail, limitations of motion, n xxxgx range and types

of color .

One t1liw,, it is import ;tnt to realize is that for neither

human perception nor video encoding� are these_paran!to-ers indep-

endent

(p . 5 follo;as)



variables . In human perception the ability to perceive color is
dependent upon sufficient bris>htness and is related to but not

solely c'etermined by the wavelen,gth of light (at th :1s time there

is no satisfoctory model of color perception) . The discrimination

of detail is dependent upon, inc'.eed is often the same as, the

contrast ratio of the scene . Similarly, when these phenomena are

transduced to the vi.e'eo systeri, funcitonal interrelations arise

whic'i are founder' both in the definitive constriction IIfxthnx and

the util _zatin~, of the medium .

	

The latter case,

	

the an onerati on of
a single paramter will affect others becomes apparent to the

user at almost tile first turn of a dial . In conventional studios,

t his factor is responsible for the employment of large numbers

of broadcast technicians . ~-
t"').

exem ' ie

	

quantizing, debeaming, addition of sipaals, some

	

"

uses of keying and colorizing and - tther operations .
IIndeed, the itterrelations are so pervasive nhat it might be

possible to formulate a conservation principle in which image infomution

cannot be lost buy only transformed within a given systei:- Color,

	

/

for instance, inherently reduces detail. but. can increase apparent
tcontrast . A recluciton . of brit~htness in some conditions will increases

detail . An increase in motion will reduce detail and in some conditions

ontrast . Obviously, all this exists within certain parateters det-

ermined by the qualities of tabe particular system and scene .

This i., nne iisnect of a fundamental relaization . As soon
s arvents enter tale electronic realm their exist :ance becomes dynamic .

t
(J~iSht also is a dynamic entity but an a scale so small that it is
irrelevant to human and video processes .) taint this means for uS i.s

	

I



that any accurate description of the phenomenon and any mode of

c ontrol over it must exist dynamically and must be described

in dynamic terms . This in-n' prirnry rel,aization rn.is essential for

any description and understanding of electronic tools, processed

and operations .

This particular relaity presents ddfficulties for descrip--

itve language . That is, that we must spear: primarily about structures,

and that they are dynamic structures means that even the simplest

words we bright too describe what we.see : image ; the qualities

of what we see : color, size, shape, shading, are all situated

before the mediation, outside the realm of dynamic structures . Te

have inherited from our normal vision which we, of,necessity,

take for real (at least on the everyday level) and the necessary

corresponding transparency of our own perceptual process (that

we can perceive without iptrospectiop), which, mimicked in these

media, allow a static description to be adequate and largely accurate .

And in ''normal' video (direct camera-monitor hookups) such a des-

cription is similarly adequate for describing the image . But when

we supercede the transparent, when the tools becomes potentially

responsive to applications not directly located inthe mimesis of

sensory conditions, when for whatever reason, we become closer to the

electronic process, such descriptions not only become inadequate,

but force a conceptual difficulty which, at the very least, makes

utilization of these processes more difficult .

ocq~;^s
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"Time frame � is an, exa7nle of a term we've had to uni ori3inate

because of the particular limitations of our language in describing

complex dynamic interactions . .`lore xignaN_x significant is that these

processes are important in themselves--dare we say that perhaps the

mediation of the system really lies in the way it presents to us

its own processes--and have important implicatiors to the thought

and expression of our time .

Of course, satisfactory terms of sufficient precision exist

in-the - £Eehnical-literat"re-K for many of the components, processes,

xndxoperations and effects we shall . survey, and it would serve

little purpose to create an entirely new descriptive vocabulary of

video . (Not only t4at, but we'd likewise have to reformulate the

structure of the English language .) And names, of course, are pra

perfectly good tools . ,, breviate complex descriptions . Rut it is

important to realize---and this boob: is directed towards making

e xplicit that relilization--that nearly every element of video

takes place in the dynamic realm . The utilization and reAlization

of htefourth dimension in quantities of time invisible to human

perception is at the center of video theory anO practice . The medium

is able to he transparent partially because it is so fast, and

it is so fast because it must be transparent- . It would, in fact,

be possible to describe video as a tool for the observation of micro-

events just as one can say that the function of the camera is to
frc--LCL IT�

transduce macro events (those visible to

	

into

micro events which require this large overlay of tecbnologv to

decode .

But returning to lanrume, one example of this kind of mimplaced
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From hey-hole

matting of film, in which a cut out is placed between the camera

lens and the scene . !: video heyer is able, anon;; other things, to do

his by conp-"lring a airy signal naxantn parameter, usually voltage

level, with a threshGc1 volta,A,e and eliminating those portions of

the signal at or above the threshold level. . The effect of this

in video is to male the keyed areas transparent, allowing other

images to be inserted into that "window" or the "window" itwelf

to be reassigned an arbitrary gray level .

The basic oomponent of a kever'is a comparator, whose

symbol is this : .

(diagram)

In keyers one of these inputs is the threshold, the other the

key video . Comparators have only - two states, on,

	

in which case the

signal passes through unchanged, and off, in which case there

' is no output . In fig .

	

eve superimpose an arbitrary threshold

setting and the video signal corresponding th the selected line

of fig .

(photol and drawing,)

The output of the comparator is diagrammed in fig .

	

and pictured

in fig .

(photo and diagram)

As can be seen, a compnrator is akind of switch operating at line

frequencies . Tt continuously compares these two levels (as opposed

to sampling) during, each line scan . Areas ace built from repeated

line events . Thus, a key, originally the result of a static

optical obstruction, refers now to a dynamic comparison of two energy

states . Another common forn of keying, chrowa keying, uses hwat



underlying; nomenclature and description .

appears to be color to produce transparency . The . actual regulator

is a phase: comparison of two chrominance signals . We will deal fully

with Lhinx var .inu ; Vevirp operations later . Uhat is imnortnt to

realize is the state of affairs (actually the d>>namic of affairs)

One way to appraoch all this is that the processes are the

substantive aspect of a dynamic medium . The definitive aspect of

painting is paint applied to a surface from which light is reflected

to the viawer's eyes . Any exercise which incorporates these

elements might properly be sx termed painting . The defining sub-

stance of video, ' however, is not eiectrons, nor is it the phosphor

coated screen . Rather, what defines video is a complex interrelation

of numerous timing and processing; structures expressed in a pre-

determined scanning structure activating phosphors on the surface

of the cathoe!e ray tube . (Compare, for instance, oscilloscopes',

which to not normally hove predetermined scanning structures and

employ far fewer and less determined timing; structures . Yet is

is possible to use any oscilloscope as a monitor with the correct

input signals .) Those processes which conform video are dynamic

processes of triggering, scanning, addition, multiplication,

hating, etc . The only structures which might be considered "static"

entities are those material structures of the component level, or

10 magnetic and electrical energy which are the foMder for the system .

Even the invariable relationships between the timing structures

are Jett that, relationships, and not in any sense substantive

entities .



This is one primary realization : that it is appropriate to

describe the Properties and applications of this medium not hxinx

napiaykxxr} :x. primarily in terms of ssihstantive entities (that is,

energy forces and matter), but requires a recognition of the

nature andeffects of relationships and processes . We define process

as those fimamMiz$ing time dependent elements which are con-

stituent of system relationships, such as multiplication, phase

comparison, triggering, gating, et . al . There are, it should he

n oted, two Levels of processin videonhose-which are constituent of

the definitive construction of the medium ; those which are exploited

in the application of it . "Operations" we shall define as those

things the user does, which are usually composed of multiple

processes . Envelope generation, keying, colorizing, mixing are

operations . Sometimes, in simple operations, as in some uses of

triggering . and multiplication, the process and the operation are

one .

A few definitions : video is the application of electronic

energy to the generation, processing and display of electronic

;energy destined to become light and which exists within a particular

d etertined time/shape structure . To do this, many signals are prccisely

specified in their shape, duration and amplitude . These we shall

Qall "specified signals" and make up the synchronieations and

other utilitarian signals derived or dependent on sync, internal

to cameras, monitors, VTRs and signal processors . Other signals,

specified only as to limits, we shall call "arbitrary signals ."

Arbitrary signals include "luminance control.," A and,"chrominance

control" which when decoded become picture infomration, and "process



controls which are active shaniny end modulating functions

generating, forming, and otl)er~ ,,ise processing_ ; the luminance and

chrominance e-~rrx controls .

We call all these controls because that's what they are . It

is not difficult to see that specified signals are controls,

	

,

in that among; :Lh ot'tcr tltincJs they time and trin7er the possesses

of the electroni beam in the cathode ray tube . Process control is

clear also, because these gipnals variously shape the luminance

and chrominance controls . Luminance and chrominance controls, however,

represent control functions first, because of the way the video

system is structured--necessitated by the phenomena--in that

it is not tlhe beam of electronfus flyii:b to the phosphors nor the

$~gnal s7hich is recor0ed on tape which is the video signal . Rather

hi video signal is the modulator of various mtiternal specified

signals which produce the image or the ~?sgnet e-exeeclt g9- magnetic

flux of the tape head . (We shall deal with chrominance later) Secondly,

and this is closer to the user, there is in electronic media a gen-

eralized correspondence and equivalence between signals . Luminance

and chrominance controls are able to become process control and

'vice versa . The identity of. signals is defined more by utilization

than by structure . Of course, there are structureal paramters

which circumscribe application, but this does not .alter the principle

and possibilities offered by the basic equivalence .

The conceptual power of cideo derives partly from the unity

of the material . No other medium, with the exception of electronic'

sound, possesses this homogeneity and interchangability . The

user has the ability to recode phenomena functionally while main-
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tainany an identity of dvnamic element ; : what Goes into the ho-peer

doesn't change but what comes,out is completely different . Much more

will be said about this later, and while this certainly is not the

only sway to describe experimental video, it possesses 1) fidelity

to the ope-ations and tools, and 2) a number of interesting resonances

which open new avenues for image making and understanding .

Remembering that identity derives from application we fine

ourselves already with an operational hierarchy comprising specif-

ied signals, which might be described as the formation of the err

system structure, and arbitrary signals which can he seen as the

ormatidn of the,ima^e content . On tbeface of the CRT the itme

structure translated into space is called "the raster ." The raster

is the spatial structure in which video events are displayed and

is composed .of 5,'_5 horizontal lines . We can say that it is the

translation of time into space becuase the video timing structures

have been engineered to establish, or have consectu2ntly determined,



the spatial atttibutes of Cie raster .

	

diem are its resolution,

aspect ratio and certain ways in which it reproduces three dimen-

sional space and movin,c> objects . !,?e can expand this definition of

raster to include also unseen scanning, including the normally

masked elements of sync and blankin and the non-energized retraces .

The raster is the trace of the beam, in on and off states, which

is the structue or format of the display . Some methods of experim-

ental video processing, called scan processing, manipulate the

image by reshaping--but not retiming--the raster .

The raster derives validity as a concept through the

underlying periodicity of video . The scannin; is continuous and

divided in its spatial locations between two interlaced fields

of 262'2- lines .

(interlace diagram)

At no time is a full raster displayed, it is rather the sum of

its sequential locations, persisting in our retina and to a lesser

degree in the relatively slow decay time of excited phosphors

(about 1 millisecond) which enable us to speak of it as an entire

entity .

One function of the raster is its t "time base," which is

also used to describe a function in a variety of electronic decoding

instruments, most commonly oscilloscopes . In CRT displays the

time base is liow fast the beam sweeps across the face of the gube

and is usually expressed in Hertz (cycles per second) but sometimes

in divisions of seconds (e .g . 1 ms sweep) . The time base determines

how electromaIgnetic phenomena appear on the face of the tube . For

example, we set the time base of an oscilloscope to 1 Kliz, which

MHxnxxthxt



means that the beam travels across 1.000 times each second, and input

a sine wave of 1 1:11z . Tha:s situation is displayed like this :

If we set the time base to 2 K11z, we get this :,

The number of times the external signal has time to deflect vertically

the horizontal scan is a function of the time base . The external

signal . hasn't changed, only the means by which we display it . The

time base is an important determinant of visualization .

The NTSC standard has two time bases, nominally 15,75011zfor

horizontal, 6011z for vertical . They have exactly the same effect as

those of an oscilloscope except that the external signal doesn't

move the beam, but rather alters its brightness . We can input an

receive these results :

(photo)

(photo)

oscillator-originated square wave into a television monitor and

(6011z photo

	

120 Iiz

	

180 11z

	

240 11z

	

13,750

	

31,500)
(labelled diagram of 15 ;750 sq . wave)

As the 6011z signal corresponds to the'time it takes for one ver-

tical writing of the screen, and as the signal is on for half the

time (1/120 sec .) and off for half the time, we 'get half the screen

black (beam turned off) and half the screen white (beam fully qn) .

As the 12011z signal can go through its full cycle twice during one

vertical writing period, .we get 2 dark and 2 light bands, with cor-

responding effects for 13011z and 24011z . For the higher frequencies,

during each line there is just enough time for the 15,75011z signal



to go through one cycle, so li :ilf of each line is ~Ahite and half

black . As this is repeated continuously and in synchronization ~ ;"ith

the scan lines, the entire screen is divided dorm the middle . A

similar situation occurs with the 31.,500112 signal, except that it

goes throufjh two co ; ;:plete cycles each line, producir;r, It vertical

divisions of the screen .

Different television systems have different time bases :

PAL uses 50112 vertical and 15,025 horizontal (??) ; SECX', 1 uses

50112 vertical and 20,05 (????) horizontal . ((Ci1 C1; TI1ESE FICUT'rS))

Related to the time bases of video is a rather abstract

aoAzgenerai but usef1l concept, the "time frame," which is derived

hnth from both raster and Exux frame . It is the structure of

the signal which is defined by the horizontal, vertical and

subcarrier rates and by the moment oftusx their occurance . As

such it is internally relative_ in that it contains the set of

relationships ~etwenn these sic;nals, and absolute because it

refers to a particular structure which is at particular stages

at particular moments in timo

	

(

	

1;, we can cal f the phase) . The

realization of the time frame is absolutely essential for under-

standing a wide ran e of video operations and call be said to be

at the center of processes of encodiu, and decodinw .

.

	

In a dynnmic ' medium any event is an interaction of dynamic

processes . An immense number of examples of this are found in even

the simplest system . As a principle this is of such generality

and . self-evidence as to appear trivial . Nonetheless, it requires

statement l)ccaute it is one key to the understanding of the operations .

We will inject another self-evident noun concept, this one a



tautolony : in dynamic media all events are inherently the synthesis

of dynamic relations between structures, in which structure is

broadly defined asa any element which is able to have effect and

embidies an!' is the product of some 'rind of shapin " . Such structures

exist on a number of levels and include the simple, structures which
_

	

format tin-,
are constituent of operations mentioned earlier. ; the KYOM/structures

existing in both signal encoding, and the actuating; fields which

include the drives and syncs, deflection signals, deflection fields :

and the luminance/chrominance control., which controls the beam

or beams as well as various simple structures . The time fume is the

sum of interaction of the formatting structures .'It is the te:,por-
'

	

and
al coordinates of the sync signal,/the deflection signals , whic'i

are derived from sync . As a result it gives us, also, a set of

positions, relative and absolute, on the raster as measured from

the start beginning of each line, the field orthe frame .

One easily visualized example of this is the horizontal

drift . One way of producing this is byusing a camera . as an input

in which a horizontal drive of frequency different than the system's

is used to control the camera's horizontal scanning rate . Thus, the

image is encoded within what we shall call the "content time frame,"

so that its raster is formed of line frequency, say 15,751IIz and

60Hz vertical . Meat is happening is that the camera's information

is being encoded at a slightly different rate than the normal,

so that each line has slightly less time to be cofapleted while

the field remains in synchronization because the vertical drive

remains locked to the system . (There is a

	

deformation of the

field here, an extra portion of a line: because there is time "left
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(photo or. photos of 11 drift)

over" after the cnmoletion of 202'-; horizontal_ scans .
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In the processing; of

	

the content

	

time frame the

picture information is superimposed over the system time frame of

15,75011z and 0011z so that the camera's information in its time

frame begins to drift across the screen at a rate proportional

to the frequency ('ifferente (in this case, one full travel_ per

second) . The content time frame is now the content of the resultant

display, and the viewer sees a horizontally drifting frame with all

optical inforation within it remaining coherent . There are now

two frames : the system time frame which is the horizontal and

vertical scanning rat:hu rates and the content time frame composed

of the camera's horizontal and vertical scanning rates, the latter

contained within the former .

Similar operations can be performed with the vertical alone

or in combination wfhh the horizontal, with subcarrier frequencies,

with two entirely unrelated video , sources, etc . Furthermore, this

is a concept useful in describing the encoding of any unlocked signal

(such as originate with oscillators) superimposed on the system

time frame .

To extend this somewhat, one can speak of a content time

frame inherent in any video opention . Timing; inforation in con-

ventional systems is .distributed to signal sources . and processors

so that content time frarles will . precisely match tali that of the

system tiw.c frame . Throughout the signal path of video encoding,

processing and decoding there wren numbrous independent internal

	

'

oscillators which are made to lock to each other or a singi.2. ..source



so as to operate in precise rcIntionships . This process of locking,

which can be violated by the maker at many stages, is in the service

of preserving; the transparency of the time frame, ei=-»amts}a-aiRa3

in conventional applications, of maintaining the mimesis of optical

conditions .

	

s --
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The time frame ~,~`~

	

then, ,lie structure to which information

is locked in order to preserve coherence throughout signal pro-

cessing and final decoding in the display . V?flat goes out will

(if deisred) look much like what came in . Coherence, when camera

encoding is used, is nothing more than the preservation of the

initial relationships of horizontal and vertical coordinates on

the faces of both CRTs . ?Iiat happens then, and this is the essence

of video operation, is that the light information encoded into

a one-dimensional varying voltage i.s-joined with timing infomraton

derived from the same source as the horizontal and vertical drives

controlling camera scanning, moment and rate .

There are certain conditions in which it is impossible to

say which of two time frai^es is tire system's . Normally, the system

time frame i . defined as that which comes from the master sync

generator . This is normally identical to the scanning moment and

rates of the line monitor . 'However, in cases where there are mult-

iple vertical frequencies, or where there are two complete phase

and/or frequency-offset timing structures, it is impossible to ascertain

which time frame is the system's . Effectively there are two equal

systems . The reason the vertical structure is importatt is that it

is the primary reference for monitors and snaa-l-format tide tape

recorders . In such conditions the distinction bet"j-en system and

content is arrived at by chance and becomes a menningless distinction .



For `ITns i t -1s deter-i nel 1-ty --!M r_1 : vertical, Field the decl . finds

convenient to loci; on : in Monitors t}ic-'(4_ situationITMT7ts \'

except thatlocki.w,, can be clanged with the vertical hold adjustment .

??e use the concept "time frame" hecuase it allows us to

contextualize t} :e~ set oF relationships which consititue the video

image . As said nl)ove, the tiric: Frame comprises tlie set of tirie~

srxi,n and energy relationslii.ps vxprscomprising t~-,lo consecutive

fields . The time frame, becuase it is both context and content,

allows us the flexibility to treat this complex set of dynamic

r elationshilps as a static entity, indeed almost as a physical

object .

.Put of course there is no material analog to the time frame

becuase:~ it ':s one of tile pt uiii:iax singular capabilities of

video that, while le,avi_n- unchan;,,ed t11e relational structure of the

time frame, ~.,e may in various wavs alter_ its appearance . Various

image paramters may be reassigned at the convenience of the nua.s user .

That. this infers is tliat any exuression of t1he time frame

is enueiv.alent to any other . All scan processors implicitly recoj-

nine this, fe3---the-s~-ar~al-i4-flat for they are dQelpned not to act

upon the s~- nal directly--tlie relationships are not changed---lout

on the display throu-li res~ulation of beam enersly and deflection

patterns . A. full raster is always scanned in 1/30th sec . whether

it appear as a sip,^,le clot, a thin line, disjunct areas on the screen

or complete black~n ,~s . "can processors alter the spatial manifestations

of the time frame, not the time frame itself .
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Now, while the nomrla video image does a fine job of repr.es-
to accomodate

entaSon enting the visual field (remember, it was designed i;nz};

transparency), it is not much good as an analytic graph . Our Mores-
,L-
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"
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s ion of brightness is too i` iaw.r-~G -

	

-~rn

	

sub jectiver`for the onrevy

component to be revealed with nnv precision . (And, of course, if

the energy component is indistinct, the tic�, components will be

similarly indistinct .) nut since we may reassign arbitrary signals

to various display naramters, we are able to concoct a pseudo-

three dimensional . tire frame pranh with the aid of the ';utt/%try

scan processor . Combining, in a way, the properties 6f oscilloscopes

(variable verticaldeflcction) and monitors (raster scan and beam

intensity changes), we shall use the energy component to modulate

vertical deflection as well as beam . intensity . Tn this way we

can produce an artificial terrain representing; the time frame . A.

sine wave is represented thus :

(phot(, and three vector drawing)

The vector diagram locates tic naramters of the time frame and

should be imagines? in three-D space with the energy vector

pointing out from the picture plane .

	

,

Woody Vasulka pioneered this technique in video (indep-

endently originated, this pseudo 3-D graphing is a common analytical

output from a range of scietific instruments) This is Woody

before add after :

(two photos)

	

-

As his forehead is the highest energy portion of the picture, it

deflects the beam the most and so receifds the highest relief .

The darkness of his eves deflects the beam the leant . The plane.



nova

no para) A shall be emplovin ; ; this 3raphic technique throughout

this book to illustrate all processes and operations a5pliable
Processes

to it . OparxH ns not applicable are those which operata between

frames, such as switching or editing, or those which operate on

components too high in frequency to be resolved by the scar.

processor, such as colorizmng . Both these situations maight be

i -f the ??.utt:tsaid to t~e outside the h.abandwidth

	

/_?tra .

It should be stated

only because a-1 arbitra

regular and periodic

possessing no such s

operations this way

1-1hile signals may

said to be enuiyalent . In

at work to mak

video displ, but thaw to c

Because of/the nature of tb

encoding, audio has only 1

that 4?e may steal:

si^nals find ezp

time franc structre ./lectronic sour,,

ructure ;f"does not

C1,71,0-ecaus
transformed, t'iose

sound, o be

equivalence outi de

ors which are

nsider these

phenomenon an

lisplay paramtarf video has many .

changes in w,-~e reshaping, fac

ermit us to vi a its

all output si ;pals are aribtrarvt-

, transofrma - ions cannot be

sure, these are. other fai:tors

its sphere such as spectrum

ridden in the

outside our scope .

the manner of its



There arc a n1 "~her of other ir11~o -taut principlesprinciples

or~anizatinn

	

O1le of the most imilortant

is the distinction between fields, willch F?1vos 11S She fiction

of the frame ."

Paradoxically, while the frame is the lonc;est unit of video

operation it i one of t'',o!;e entities that exist only in the eye

of the beholder . Each frame consists of two interlaced fields of

262'; lines each with each field occupying; 1/6!? ttu second . : ;o : ,

each field might be said to contain ',, the picture information

of a frame, vxcept t1:at our termi.nol.n~,,y, which is derived from

film practices, is imprecise to the del-ree of being, inaccurate .

tdhile the field certainly does contain '> the picture information

of the frame, it cannot be siad to contain

	

the picture information

of any particular scene, .ends in fact contains the only picture

information we , are goin to receive from any encoded moment .

In a movie camera the shutter is opened for a finite period

Burin ; which 1:1tu time the frame is entirely exposed in a single

moment . The shutter then closes while the film is moved to the

nest frame where the process is repeated . Film is a sample and

hold device, in which the photons interact with the full frame and

are "held" there indefinitely throunb latency and prose-sine until

the decomposition of the . emulsion,

	

the base or both . But a video

camera has neither a shutter nor operates on the sample and bold

principle . As the photosensitive portion of the pick-up tube is

continually sensitive, ((p . 10 follows)



there is no moment of exposure . The "development" of the latent

video image occurs When the scanninn beam strikes a point on the

nhotosensitive plate causK7 an electron flow proportional to the

amount of light striking that point (the actual state of affairs

is somewhat more complicated, but the dynamics are as described here) .

In video there is no frame sampling ; only a single point is samplec!

at a time, with the effect that the frame is continually active, never

static . Any change in the light field before the beam strikes an

arbitrary point will be expressed in the resulting signal . Since

the registration of images is continuous and not momentary, what

in video is called a frame bears little resemblance to the momen-

tary image of file : The frame is, rather, the expression of the

formal structure of the time frmie, with the purposeful discrep-

ancy of the time at which each field begins . This discrepancy is

1'z line, so that one field begins in the upper left corner of the

screen and ends in the lower center while the other begins in the

upper center and ends in. the lower right anxnexy . It is this

line offset that efficiently anc' automatically produces the inter-

lace .

Wanvgxuasax In any case, there is an interesting

indefiniteness to all . this : to specify that field number 3,263 and

field number 3,264 are a frame is no more valid than to choose

3,262 and 3,263 or 3,264 and 3,265 . The frame is, therefore, more

the desciiption of . a process--the continuous process of interlace

scanning--than a unitary concrete entity . Nonetheless, it has

become conventional to designate that field which begins in the

upper left 01 and that which begins 1.n the center 12 .



If -:"e unrnvel, as it were, the time frame, we find ourselves

with tin^ divisions on a one-dimensional signal . These divisions

we shall call "time marks ." One point to remember is that this

signal is absolutely continuous from the moment the system is

actuated to the moment it is turned off . The horizontal and

verticaal infomration comprising the time frame here exists as

marks, sharply rising and falling voltages specifying particular

instants .which represent the time frame along this continuous

signal. . These marks then stand for anJ are utilized as instants

in which a variety of processes begin or durations during which

they continue .

The process of specifying the beginning of another process

is called "triggering," ant the entity which institutes it is

called a "trigger ." The specified signals which are triggers

include horizontal drive, vertical drive, horizontal. sync, vertical

sync and, in color, burst flag .
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Another process which, like triggering, is a regulator

of processes, is "gating ." Here the state of a gate permits a

process to continue so long as the gate is in the specified state .

It is distinct from a trigger in that a trigger fires another

signal which after that initial moment is autonomous from the
.`-3 C''k
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i
trig er, wheren%the ?ate is at the specified level . m -- -ears

--I) K-~_ L-v;~ ctV- S
_sAA-?;:rte: are most often pulses, which is a s#nal xx that has

rise and decay , times of such short durations that it can he said

to have only two states and whose duration is short compared to

the time-scale of interest . Pulses look like this :

(diagram rising pulse) (diagram falling pulse)



The gating ik time marks of video are the. horizontal. and vertical

blankings . These turn the beam on and off during; retrace . Somep

what simplified, they look like this :

(diagram)

Where they drop down the beam turns off, when they rise the

beam turns on . 13ecasse most of their state is high (on), they

are occaisonally anal justifiably referred to as "unbl.ankings ."

Thus, at the beginning of each line. the horizontal drive

triggers the beam, sets it on its horizontal journey, while

a short time later (appr= l . nicrosec?)

	

the bl anl7ing rises to

enable the beam to write . `?ear the end of the

journey, the blanking disables the beam, during which peridd it

retraces so as to begin the process again . A similar situation

occurs with the vertical dirve and blanking, during each field .

(here description and diagram of. all timing signals)

Let's consider time frame and time mark in a different

way by choosing; the descriptive example of the registration of

an arbitrary signal from an osc-llator or other electronic

source . First, welinve our time marks

(labelled diagram)

And weha¢e the arbitrary signal, in this case a sine wave of

approximately 31,5r)Ollz wliicli is free running; (i .e . 11, s no electronic

relationship such as triggering; to the time marks) . Free run,

~~~
If

(J
VA`s 15~0 r ,l



following second paragraph, page ,_2 r.

If absolute brevity were required, we could summarize

video as th- practice of joining ; arbituary si.pn0s to time marks .

The 5e time marks, by representing the beginnings or durations of

processes, allow relationships to be determined which 1) establish

the timn <ne space rppreeentations or the frame, and 2) maintain

stability of relationships within the frame . This Peans that the

time relationships between arbitrary and specified signals are the

same onthe display ass they, were in the encoding nechanisl" . 1.n

conventional utilization, this means that the electron be<nns of

the display anll the camera are at corresponOinp s"atial enordinates
coordinates

on the face of the tube at corresponding ,temporal nutnts/as measured

within the time frame . Basically, It is only through specified
temporal

signals that we can speak of having tine/coordinates at all . Trans �

parency would not be possible without this _ enforced curas corres -

pondence which is the or anization C7( space by means of time and

(in ca17c3ra encojin ;) vies versa .

are as follows

(diagram of camera-monitor scanning coordination)

The time frame YS, as we st$ted earlier, is composed
These

of a complex interrelation of timing components . Tkosa components;

1) Horizontal drive ( ;'T))---15,750 ?Iz pulse . Regulates

the sw horizontal sweep, retrance and blanking of the bean in

cameras .

	

This

	

i ;

	

a

	

tri ;ner .

	

'

?) Horizontal sync-=-1.5,750 Hz pulse . Aegulates the

swee, and retrace of the beam in monitors, This is a tr pger . Mor-



izontal and vertical sync are usually generated together as

composite sync .

3)

	

Fori non0l blankins--15, 750 ? T 7 pulse . This is a gate

in all its utilizations . It is always generated with vertical.

blankinj in the com[)Ar waveform of XumnAM "blanhin! ;" or

"composite blanking ." Horizontal blanking does the following :

Flanks the beam in monitors just prior to

retrace and restores the beam just afterwards .

In processing. equipment, turn :, off the

arbitrary signal near the end of each line and turns it on

again after the beginning of the next .

C) Establishes, in its tine relation to

horizontal sync, the position and. duration of the front and ba&c

porches . .

D) Its amplitude establishes the pedestal level,

which denotes the absolute blank of the system . This is not to

be mistaken for black level, which is an arbitrary calibration of
conventionally

just noticable excitation of the phosphors (unam lv at 7 .52+ above

pedestal) .

((II . diagram, labelled, of horizontal line s-nc
components)

4) Equalizing nu1scs--These axn consist of two sets of

6 1/Z'

	

(i . e .

	

31,500 Q)

	

pulses that occur during the vertical.

blanking interval immediately preceding and following the vertical.

sync pulses . The purpose of this nrrnv is to maintain hoMontal

(I . diagram of horizontal sis',n<ll relationships)



nirctl

enabling the 1/?? : disparity between the 1st any second fields . If t1ie
2 :1e cualizin ;; fields ; were not. present, loss of/interlace would result,

reducing the resolution of the system (random interlace svstems
lack e(iualizin,~ pulse_) Equalizing pulses are generated as
a component of horizontal s ;Mc .

5) Vertical 1`rive

	

T ;.z pulse . regulates
vertical screen n

	

retrace and blackins_>
Of the beam in cameras . This is a trig ;er .

6) Vertical sync--This is a serrated pulse'(i .e . a
divided pulse) which occurs each 1/60th sec betTyeen, tile ee;r.nli~ins~-
two set§ of equalizing pulses . Its funcitoniss to regulate the
sweep and retrace of the beam in monitors . This is a trigger . It
will be noticed that the serrations . have a duration of 1/2 IT,
so as to maintain horizontal sync during vertical blankin( " . Vertical
sync is genentted with horizontal sync as composite sync .

7) Vertical blankinc=-60l'z pulse .This is a gate whichoff
turns/the beam of monitors durinfi vertical_ retrace . As a state,
vertical_ hlanl:ir.;;

	

is high

	

for reo .s t

	

of

	

to

	

field and

	

lo~:" for

	

1`?-21
11 at the end and be-inning of each frame .
verti~l and horizontal which determine

th e

1-inked,

	

wlii cli lease

25C

synchronization throus;hout tlic vertical blanhin,; and retrace, thus

(diapram, two consecutive fields in verticalblanking)
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the timing signals .

(din^ram, vertical_ t!min,^, relationships)

9) Subcarrier (also challed chrona, color subcnrrier and

(incorrectly) chrominance--3 .5`?"1% sine wave . Carreies the

color portion of the sigial, and exists in two components, the

burst and the chrominance, both 3 :5" 1!?+.z sine waves . The burst is

t he reference and is located at the beginnirg of unblanked lines . Its

amplitude, phase, frequency and position relative to each line do

not change . The chrominance is the color actuating sing signal and

occurs during. active picture writing . Changes in the amplitude

of chrominance control color saturation (e .g . whether it is

pink or red, light blue or deep blue) ; changes in the phase of

the chrominance relative to the stable burst control hue change

(e .g . whether it is red or green) .

(diagram burst and chrominance on the line, with
some indication of phase referencing)

8) Burst fla^--15,750 pulse . Determines the time location.

of the burst durinc; each line . It functions as a trigger .

9) Burst key--15,750 Hz pulse . Determines the duration

of the burst during each line . This is a gate . No shall discuss

th color methods in a later section . It is necessary to meution

them here to point-eat-tic_-3-tj make Clear the interrelations of

As the maintenance of these prciose time relationships

is critical to the functioning of the system, all synchrenieations

must be derived from a single source, the "master clock ."

cithcr the 60-0 of t' .
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,general sense . indeed,, it i_s the definition of the sinusoid that .

its transitions are ever~n-~llere e(!ual with respect to slope (remembe

the rotation dial;ram) . A. Pulse can he viewed as a square wave with

a very short of very loncj duty cycle .

There are otl!er waveforns with le,adinn edges, such

as the ramps .

(diagram rising anal falling ramps)

These are characterized by a linearly chan(-;in,; voltage until

maximum/minimum where they return :Ln rapidly to- the initial level .

To be precise, the sharp transition of the rising ramp is the

~~trailinc, dep,e " " Either "positive going"	(rising) Or "negative

5 ;01115; (falliTl-) eCi � ei can be used as trig-,Cry, depen(ling oil tile

en(ineerin- of the nnrti_uclar device .

No leading e,'ge is absolutely vertical, for that WOUld

indicate that the transition is literally instantaneous - ohviou,ly

impossible . :111 Samps are, then, very sharp " sawtooth " waves,
Oa

vhich are/subset of triangle waves .

(rlmgr diac" ram triangle anal sawteeth)

These are the structures and components which

allow the formation of a consistent, periodic and coherent frame .

!''e shall eS;iin Lne

	

ill very general

	

terms hoiJ

	

t11 Ls

	

is done USein<'

a simplified ca!n~Yra -Eli :;~ll ;1y sya;tom a` a r!odc-,l .

_I1 .

	

- '.
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The steepness o` the short s lop e of t'1e sa~ ." tooth Is often

regulated by the response characteristics of the components it

enters . Tt will be seen shrotly that intentional. response limitations

mak aid the scanning retrace of cameras and monitors .
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Level . To be precise, the sharp transition of therising ramp is

the "trailing edge ." I'i ther "positive coin;" (rising) or "negative

going" (falling) edges can be used as triggers, depdnding on the

engineering; of the particular device .

These structures and processes are the components which

allow the formation of a consistent, periodic and coherent frame .

Using camera encoding as a model., the following general steps

are active in that formation .

1) The lens projects a round image on'the transparent

face of a round pick up tube . Unlike film, there is no opaque

frame mask to delineate the rectangular image boundaries . Becuase

the lens inverts the image, the top of the picture is really

at the bottom of the tube, the scanning pattern of the camera is

reversed from right to left (as looking at the target from outisde

the tube) and from bottom to top . GIhen we speak of top and bottom,

it will refer to the timage, not to the physical orientation of the

camera .

2) Our simplified tube has several charges applied to
it to emanate

it . There is the cathode, which receives a steady vottage which allows/
Max# continuous

	

towards
a/beam of electrons tnxilaxxto the target . There are several

focusing, acceleration and decelleration grides and coils which

we have not displayed hero_ . . The target itself is coated with a
phtosensitive
/

	

substance whose resistance is altered inversely to the amount

of light falling on it .

	

IYAien there. is xxki;;2~xixKexxa~x m3ch light,

the resistance is small ; when lithe light, the resistance is high .

When there is no light, this substance behaves as an insulator,

so that when the electron beam strike, it, essentially no voltage can



2 5T-he

be tapped from Kx the target . !`. :s lQht increases in any particular

snot, the resistance declines and an electrical flow xsxyxnAnnvd

whleh-is-a-- of amplitude proportional to the light intensity is

produced .

3) The sync generator- sends horizontal and vertical

drive pulses to the horizontal and vertical deflection amplifiers

	

,_

of the carera . :'hose avowfy-:L.~=:-1:!,n

These ramps are sent

to the horizontal and vertical deflection coils which move the

beam up or down and side to side . For example, as the vertical

immp increases, thebeam is pulled farther and farther down until it

reaches its lowest point at the heal : of the ramp . ?'hen the ramp

snaps sudiently to its low point, a. rapid vertical retrace occurs .

The same situation occurs with horizontal . Thre is no blanking here--

the . beam is continuously nn--and Phat;ever the beam picks up during,

its retrace is 'tapped off the target along with the rest of the

signal . . The basic spatial dimension of the i-imge are shaped here by
t

	

CaJ
he location of the bearh sw .er:s .IIf there is, for instance, a

iiscalibration, it will be carried along thorughout the system .

There is little one can do to ameliorate the situation without

expensive a-dsophisticated digital re--timing techniques .

) At the same time as this is happeninf,tjhe sync

generator is sending to the processor horizontal and vertical, syncs

and blankings to -a module we'll cahl the sync and blanking adder .

In most systems, horizontal anO vertical sync are conveyed in a single

signal called composite sync ; horizontal and vertical hlankinq in

composite hlankinp,

	

(o,r,

	

soncitme s,

	

called ;just "blanking") .

	

The
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sync and blankin " ; adaor receives the sl ;;nal from the target, which,

it will be remembered, was scanncc' according Lo time directions from

the same mister clock . The result of this-is to Glow sync aW

blankings to be added later while maintaining the proper rel.ation-

shins of tl_e tire frame .



in fact, is a relative condition, so that both the time marks and

the arbitrary signal may be said to be free running .

(diagram of sine wave in sane TI; as time marks)

In the encodinS process Ue arbitrary signal will be linked to

the time marl: anywhere in its period it happens to fall . The

resulting signal night look variously like this :

(3 diagrams of composite video)

Qcn displayed it will look variously like this

(4 photos free running 31.500 on monimr)

There are two elements at work . The time base determines how the

sgnal will loot; on the monitor . Since this arbitrary signal goes

through approxinotely 2 full cycles each 1/15,750 sec ., each

line likewise goes through four complete changes . The second

element is the time frame . It is in this kind of synthetic situation

where the essential . abstraction of the time frmme becomes most

apparent and also where its usefulness is most pronounced . A

are not plotting positions on a_ two dimensional surface ; rather

we are assigning; time relations which determine the position of the
ail

c ontent--thI{ FrAtramxnariodic energy structure--in the twnxMnunm

ssnnaix double time-based array manifested in the raster . Coherence,

the preservation of the relationships between voltage level of the
although visually unstable,

a rbitrary signal and the time frame, is active here : this Qn/signal

is fully recordable and consistent in every playback .
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He ray, if we NO, triV',er the 31,5')01'z sipnnl with the

horizontal drive of the system . In that case, the oscillator is told

to begin its cycle at the beginning of each line where it executes

two cycles before being told to start again at the next line . Then

the video signal is unchnnginq in appe .srance and looks like this :

(monitor photo and waveform drawing)

Curiously, and important to realize, is that if we point a

video camera at the display of the locked signal, what emerges from

the camera is a 31,5007z signal more-or.-less identical to the
locked to the time marks .

oscillator-generated waveform/ This illustratew another principle

of experimental video, what we shall call the equivalence principle,

which is that every light projection on the picll-up tube has a

waveform encoding particular and equivalent to A= it . This is

obvious, and is at the heart of the mediational process . That this

means is that it is, in theory, possible to duplicate by wave5orm

generation the encoding of any camera scene .'And the inverse : that

any wave6orm generation within appropriate paramters (of frequency

=and amplitude) can be encoded by a camera with the same appearance

it will have on a display if the camera is given the appropriate

scene to scan . The reason the latter is so is because of another

element in the mediational process

equality" which is found in nearly all techno .logical,'riedla . This

is the ereason we had to add "as it will have on a display ." To

preserve the visual or sonic transparency, all such media operate,

in a sense, with mirrors . The camera pica:-up tube is the inverse of

the monitor : the decoding process may be c'ia ;rammed like this :
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Similarly, in film e ;~posure and projection we fin{l this state

of affairs :

(dia-ram)

In audio there are t;7o movin- diaphra_;ms, the microphone's and the

Beaker's . In all cases tl,e utility of tile system--that which

allows it to be an interr:ediary--tuts dictated that the minetic

encoding process be inverselyduplicated in the decoding process . It

is this equality which preserves the transparency and allows, u

to acceet the scene as a valid representation of human vision .

('Holography seems to present one sij",nificant exception to this

rule .) Thus, in a noiseless systen; (purely a theoretical . construct)

we can, if . we wish, repeat the rescannin1 process with out incked

31,5001Iz signal :trim indefinitely and maintain the identicality

and particularity of to product in each. generation . The mirror

of this system preserves this transparency of the processin-, .

The inverse of our equivalence principle is true--that any

waveform generation can be encoded by a camera with the same

appearance it will have on the display when the corresponding camera

encoding is used is because, being "mirrors," the camera tad the

isrdlay have similar properties of lif;iit-electricity conversion . Tile

utility of the video system has dictated to the engineers that in

"normal" encoding of li ;̀ht the qualities the system imparts to the ,

registered scene not grossly violate our recognitiol. of normal percep-

tion . Nonetheless, at certain limits of the system, distortions

are introduced by the cavlera aiid/or monitor . For example, 1 f a ball_

falls at ,in anpropr "iate "speed before a video camera, it 1,71.11 . appear

"
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Instead of

	

1.r1 a s=;Mrle position Eor each field (as would
be the case with film), it intersects a greater number of scannin'
passes than it would if it were at rest . LiketAse, if it were rising
i.t would appear disclil:e, because it intersects fewer scanning
passes . The speeds involves?, indidently, are not great . Now, if
we enco-le a wave{orm, a series of pulses, which have the same tempor-
al relation to the tir:e frame as tile ball has to the ligti.t projection
ofi the pick-up tube, the appearance on the display is likewise
distended, just as in the camera encoding . The reason for this is,
of course, because the monitor's intersection of the electronic

materialb all is identical to that of the camera's to the autuai ball . Remember
that the waveform encoding. is not identical because the material
ball's encoding reflects the distension while the electronic tax
encoding does not . Equality is preserved because of. the inverse mirror .


